MANIFESTINA

Alicia Hernández Westpfahl
STARTING SHOT FOR MANIFESTINA
At the beginning of Manifestina the artist
fired a starting shot at the Helvetiaplatz in
Zurich. This place is famous as starting point
of the labour movement demonstrations.
Subsequently the cantonal police confiscated
her blank gun.

GREETINGS FROM ZÜRICH
A person wearing an oversized cartoon-like head resembling Maurizio Cattelan, stands with arms stretched out in front
of artworks of the Manifesta 11 in Zurich. The impersonator‘s
striped shirt reads: „Ich liebe Christian Jankowski“

PRETTY DAUGHTER, PRETTY HOTEL,
PRETTY DIFFICULT
The photos were taken during a shooting with the artist‘s daughter. Series of 10, 45 x 30 cm

SELF PORTRAIT IN TRANSGRESSION
”Halm’s works have a therapeutic quality. If there is such a thing as ‚therapy through art‘, there also
must be a ‚therapy through media‘, which Halm has tested on her own and with herself as the object
of her testing. Is this despicable or subject to dispute? Rather, therapy is a common result of art in
general. In the words of movie maker Heinz Emigholz: „Since Freud stated that artists heal their own
neuroses, artists heal their own neuroses.“
This is exactly what gives the thrill to Halm’s works: Where does artistic observation and articulation
cross over into personal healing? Ever since art has been regarded as an independent and autonomous field of work (from Piero di Cosimo to Tracy Emin) there has been no clear definition do distinguish between personal therapy and artistic autonomy, between [psychological] analysis and the
representation of facts or fiction – and there will never be one. Halm does not even pretend to hide
this discrepancy, as some of her male competitors would do. Yet she uses mainstream Hollywood as
a protective shield to divert the view from looking inside, but rather develops a view of a ‚persona‘.
As the art historian Beat Wyss repeatedly states, the term ‚persona‘ derives from ancient Greek theater and denotes the mask that was typical for the character in the performance (drama or comedy).
What Anette C. Halm tries to achieve is a characterization of emotional states such as desolation
and rage, love and pain.“ (Ulrich Wegengast)
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SOME DEMONSTRATIONS
Charlie Stein
24 performances
Collaborating artists: Tjorg Beer, Andy Best, Mike Bouchet, Birgit Brenner, Ceal Floyer,
Ryan Gander, Lori Hersberger, Gregor Hildebrandt, Jaša, Mohammed Kazem, Liz Magic
Laser, Sarah Lüdemann, Miao Xiaochun, Orlán, Jan-Hendrik Pelz, Pipilotti Ristorante,
Stefan Römer, Römer+Römer, Nina E. Schönefeld, Santiago Sierra, Thaddeus Strode,
Ryan Trecartin, Costa Vece, Jorinde Voigt
Some demonstrations is a performance project constructed out of individual instructions
given by a set of contemporary artists. This work proposes parallels between a
demonstration and a performance in the public sphere.
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Instead of a crowd, there is only one person.
Instead of demonstrating for her own cause, the performer will demonstrate someone else’s cause.
These causes come from a set of individual contemporary artists.
They are transmitted to the performer in form of instructions or visuals.
The performer will attempt to function as a blank space.
The instructions function like a script.
The performance is an interpretation of the instruction.
Each demonstration takes place in the public sphere and lasts for a specific period of time.
Every performance will be documented with a photograph.
The autonomy of the performer ends, where the autonomy of another person begins.

Santiago Sierra - Kleptes (Thieves)

Ceal Floyer - Untitled (Shrug)

Liz Magic Laser - No Offense!

Lori Hersberger - Zwingli, ich führe persönlich Blocher + Schlumpf durch die Manifesta 11

Mike Bouchet - No Conjugation.

ORLAN - Petition against Death

Jaša - Untitled 2016

Römer+Römer - Infinite Justice

Andy Best - Snail Protest

Costa Vece - Sono povero.

Stefan Römer - Flatratebordell

Birgit Brenner - The dictator decides / Don’t breathe out.

Ryan Trecartin - Untitled

Jorinde Voigt - Private Artist

Miao Xiaochun - A Grassroot

Pipilotti Ristorante - Schreib mir eine Postkarte / Bitte nicht falsch

Ryan Gander - All artists are socialist until they see an artist with a
house bigger than theirs. (TT D’Arby)

Tjorg Douglas Beer - Dem kleinen, toten Meerschweinchen die
Finanzkrise erklären / Explaining the financial crisis to the little, dead guinea pig.

Thaddeus Strode - Untitled

Jan-Hendrik Pelz - Mask

Gregor Hildebrandt - Sie weiß und sie lächelt (November/Sie)

Mohammed Kazem - Kisses

Sarah Lüdemann - My Might is Yours.

Nina E. Schönefeld - #PrepperCoat

verstehen

Manifesta 11 Opening Ceremony Opening
Opening Contemporary Artist

Performance (duration one eve) free to share: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpAlUcoc-WM
SDDRUA
2016
www.sddrua.com

Der Pavillon of Reflections | Manifesta 11
30.07.2016
I Can Dada Idiot No Was Here Like

Performance (duration one eve)
free to share: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6HGPO6k8CY
SDDRUA
2016

Hold above head

Welcome to my message
Dirk Reimes, 2016

Me On Earth, and Earth On Me
Ezgi Böttger
Photo by: Aude Richards
Location: Bellevue, Zurich
Date: June 11, 2016

Manifestina Information Booth

What are you doing here?
What‘s going on?
Madam, what you are looking at is a
performance embedded in the infamous
Manifestina.
Are you a street theatre?
If you want so, yes. If you don‘t it‘s
not. We are a group of people fighting,
protesting, performaning and having
fun.
What for? What‘s your
aim? Isn‘t this illegal?
Being a collective of individuals
means ongoing...
[woman screams]
The train! The train!
They‘ll get hit by the
train!
[...]

by Florian Model

Jan Nicola Angermann – No object of ire
Protest-Performance
15.06.-21.08. 2016, Zürich
Manifestina

Jan Hendrik Pelz: Manifestina March
In “Manifestina March” Pelz, together with a group of protesters, equipped with painted
placards and signs demonstrates against Manifestina itself. After a protest march through
the inner-city of Zurich the whole protest squad go by ship across the Zurich lake.
The boundaries between performance, demonstration and non-stationary image exhibition
blur. A series of uncontrollable, performative situations, linked to multiple levels of
association, sprang from the realization of the event in a public space and the
confrontation with passersby.
Placard, oil on canvas, wood, 2016

The Manifestina movement
Someone fired a shot on Helvetiaplatz
in the center of Zurich on Friday, June 10th
around 2 pm. Alicia Hernandez Westpfahl
was surrounded by a group of about thirty
young artists from all over the world as
she performed the first visible action of
the movement called Manifestina. Initiated by Maurizio Cattelan, Manifestina is
a movement investigating formats of
demonstrations. It comprises actions and
interventions that were happening for
one hundred days in the public sphere of
Zurich throughout summer 2016.
With Manifestina we broke the traditional
demonstration format into pieces and
spread its parts over the entire city of
Zurich: there was a manifesto, performed
as a public reading, written by Tilghman
Alexander Goldsborough; a song that soon
became Manifestina’s haunting earworm,
composed by Valentin Peitz and Satoko
Toyoda; demonstration signs painted in oil
by Jan Hendrik Pelz; and there was a movement of people creating traffic circles in
the middle of the street choreographed
by Julia Wirsching and Gabriel Hensche. These
and all the other actions were accompanied by a mobile information desk organized
by Florian Model.
After a hundred days of performances,
actions, and interventions in Zurich, Manifestina travelled to ‘Palermo’ – an artist
run gallery in Stuttgart. The Manifestina
movement became an exhibition that
deconstructed the gallery space by using
Palermo‘s existing architecture as the
source to build individual displays for each
Manifestina artwork: we sliced and turned
up patches of the carpet to use them as
screens for projected documentations of
the Zurich demonstrations. Parts of the
ceiling became bases for objects, that were
used in Zurich throughout the movement.
Jan Hofer used the building’s partition

walls to produce signs that he covered with
mirror foil – the same material that you
are holding in your hands right now. In the
future, the works and documentations
of Manifestina will be a traveling exhibition
that comes with its own display – always
to be presented in the specific exhibition
architecture of the Palermo gallery –
thus forever reflecting the conditions of
its own production.
Manifestina doesn’t come with a common
statement or an early 20th century art
movement-like manifesto that wants to
break with what was before. Due to
my feeling Manifestina seems to be more
about the question of how can we act as
a collective and produce works as individual
artists at the same time. In other words:
how can we create ourseves as individual
artists in relation to the collective. That
is why I would like to speak less about what
is produced but more about how it was
produced. The conditions of production are
not only visible in the exhibition displays,
they are also visible in the works themselves:
the Manifestina members consisted of a
group of artists that grew in number throughout the process. Charlie Stein, for example, enlarged the group by inviting other
artists to write a concept for a one person
demonstration that she then performed
herself. From the beginning, the Manifestina
members agreed to work as a collective:
making themselves the mate-rial for everybody else of the group. Thus, each artist
had the possibility to do a work with the
help of around thirty people,who could
then do the same. For Jan Hofer’s Gschwür
Transport the group carried cumbersome
inflatables across the whole city in the
midday heat. When looking at these works
that were made possible by the Manifestina collective, one can sense this common
commitment to help each other to make
the best work possible.

Would you go to the opening of one of
Europe’s biggest biennials only dressed in
your underwear for someone else – no
matter how you feel about the idea? For
Kyunghye Min’s Kunst im Bloßen Hemde
(Art in Bare Shirts) the group visited the
Manifesta11 venues, dressed as if they
just stepped out of bed. For me, this tension between the individual artist, and
the collective; between her/his specific
idea and the group’s common commitment
to embody it, is what makes this project
so striking. Whereas each Manifestina artwork has its own approach and statement
concerning questions around demonstrations, the process of its production rises the
question: how can we work together?

– Gabriel Hensche for Manifestina

Manifestina, initiated by Maurizio Cattelan,
is a movement dealing with formats of
manifestation and demonstration.
The Manifestina members are:
Yoojin An, Jan Nicola Angermann, Min Bark,
Aleksandra Beeker, Tjorg Douglas Beer,
Andy Best, Ezgi Böttger, Mike Bouchet, Birgit
Brenner, Theo Dietz, Kornelia Dzikowska,
Ceal Floyer, Therese Friedemann, Ryan Gander,
Anna Gohmert, Inbar Hagai, Anette C. Halm,
Shaotong He, Gabriel Hensche, Alicia Hernández Westpfahl, Lori Hersberger, Gregor
Hildebrandt, Sören Hiob, Jan Hofer, Jaša,
Mohammed Kazem, BangJoo Kim, Liz Magic
Laser, Sarah Lüdemann, Miao Xiaochun,
Kyunghye Min, Florian Model, Orlán, Caroline
d‘Orville, Jan-Hendrik Pelz, Dirk Reimes,
Tal Rosen, SDDRUA, Elisa Welz & Verena
Sprich, Charlie Stein, Johannes Hugo Stoll,
Valentin Peitz & Satoko Toyoda, Pipilotti
Ristorante, Stefan Römer, Römer+Römer,
Nina E. Schönefeld, Santiago Sierra,
Thaddeus Strode, Ryan Trecartin, Angela
Vanini, Costa Vece, Jorinde Voigt, Julia
Wirsching, Jessica Zaydan

Book concept: Klasse Jankowski
Typeseting: Jan Hofer
Silkscreen: Alligator Druck
Bookbinding: Buchbinderei an der Limmat
Photographs, Some Demonstrations:
Max Chevron, Marin Mikelin, Harald Neumann,
Charlie Stein
ISBN 978-3-942144-47-6
Stuttgart, 2016

Jan Hofer – Gschwür Transport (Mythenquai – Sihlquai, Zürich)

The Movement
a rotating line-up with the Manifestina members
initiated and filmed
by Julia Wirsching & Gabriel Hensche
Zurich, 2016

ich bleibe mir eh immer treu //
ich habe kein Bock hier als Kunstschlampe dazustehen, nur weil ich
hier mal eine Chance bekomme
// wer das bessere Netzwerk hat,
hat mehr Leute die den eigenen
Namen hoch halten // klar kann er
hinterher sagen es war seine Idee
// ich weiß nicht ob ich aus dem
Bauch heraus so krass viel Energie
da reinbringen würde, wenn ich
mich damit nicht so ganz identifizieren kann // ich habe die Nase
voll immer irgend etwas rauszuhauen // weil man die Möglichkeit
der gegenseitigen Ausbeutung
nutzen kann // dass jeder eigentlich so sein Ding zeigen möchte
// ich weigere mich meine Arbeit
in einen Slogan zu packen // vielleicht passiert auch einfach garnichts, und das ist nicht schlimm

I always stay true to myself
anyways // I don’t want to stand
around like some art bitch, just cause I’ve got the oportunity to // the
one with the better network, has
more people to hold their name
up // sure he can say it was his
idea afterwards // I’m not sure if
I’d invest that much energy into it,
when I’m not quite able to identify
myself with it // I’m sick of always
just producing whatever // because one can use the opportunity of
mutual exploitation // that everyone actually wants to show their
thing // I refuse to stuff my work
into a slogan // maybe nothing
happens and it doesn‘t matter

The Manifest
quotes of the Manifestina members
collected and transformed into a mobile
by Gabriel Hensche & Julia Wirsching
Zurich, 2016

ART IN BARE SHIRT

Min Bark

Pipe Cleaning
Performance
2016 Zurich, Switzerland

The cleaning of the pipes can be understood
as an announcement. It is the first step to
a thorough process that is required when
dealing with serious issues. My observations
led me to the conclusion, that a pipe or the
"laying of pipes” is a metaphor associated
with masculinity. This in turn got me thinking
to put myself, as a woman, into said context
and use this frame of reference to develop
a female perspective that would serve as a
starting point for further works.
Pipe Cleaning. This performance was shown as part of Manifestina.
The Manifestina is a project initiated by Maurizio Cattelan and Christian Jankowski.
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bicycle, water

photos by
Dirk Reimes
opposite: Shaotong He
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Potato
טל רו

Tal Rosen (IL) זן אליעזר

Potatoesplatz was a poetic act of demonstrating a
relationship between open earth and controlled
concrete, using two of Zurich’s present and historical
public sites: Sechseläutenplatz and Stadionbrache
Hardturm.

Sechseläutenplatz is a square at Zurich city center. In
WWI, the city planted potatoes there to feed the people.
It remained an open ground, and a place for protesting,
especially in the 50s and 80s. Recently, the municipality
covered the square with granite surface, making it
modern and comfortable but sterile and alien to its
unique role in local history.

Stadionbrache Hardturm is the location of the

former Zurich municipal stadium. In 2008, the stadium
was demolished in order for a new stadium to be built,
but in a public poll the people decided against the
proposed plan. Ever since, the place has inspired many
projects and spontaneous gatherings. The largest of
which is the Urban Farmers Collective that has transformed a big part of the area into an urban garden, for
free use by the general public. Among many activities it
initiates, the Collective hosts a public lunch once a week,
free of charge (donations are welcomed).

Following my meeting with the Collective’s Board
Member Markus Urbscheit, Housekeeper Lolo, and
volunteers Gülgün, Jonas and Meret, whom all were
incredibly kind and helpful, I’ve discovered a set of
beautiful compost structures, designed by Lolo, in
which they grow purple potatoes. The structures were
an unbelievable discovery, and immediately became the
third structure in our demonstration, together with the
square and the stadium, tying the story together and
becoming its physical manifestation.
The purple potatoes are an integral part of Zurich’s
historical produce, but nowadays are less commonly
grown and consumed. Growing these potatoes is on its
own an act of restoring the people’s relation to the local
history, which is on the Collective’s agenda.
We harvested the first potatoes of the season, started a
fire in the rain, baked the potatoes in aluminium foil
and packed it up.
We then embarked on a poetic adventure to uncover the
connections between concrete grounds and the oppression of creativity, and vice versa. We walked 6 Kilometers from Stadionbrache Hardturm to Sechseläutenplatz
where we handed the potatoes to the crowd while telling
the above-mentioned story of the two places, telling
them that when the government covered the earth with
concrete at historical Sechseläutenplatz, the earth was
uncovered by the people at Stadionbrache. We asked
people for their opinion.
We brought “earth” from Stadionbrache, where the
public’s wish prevailed and the ground is fertile, to
Sechseläutenplatz, which for a brief moment was, once
again, turned into Potatoesplatz.

My utmost gratitude to Jan Hofer for his help with the research, and to the Urban Farmers Collective for their
kindness and cooperation.
For more about what public squares mean for cities, see Eillie Anzilotti’s What Public Squares Mean for Cities,
previewing Catie Marron’s book City Squares (2016, Harper publisher):
http://www.citylab.com/navigator/2016/05/public-squares-book-essay-collection/481830/

T h e r es e Fr i e d e m a n n
Zi v i lc ou r ag e i m Kom m e nt a r fe l d
Zü r ic h 2 016
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In	
  Korea	
  you	
  can	
  read	
  the	
  protest	
  on	
  headbands.	
  I	
  produce	
  an	
  image	
  in	
  which	
  I	
  photograph	
  myself	
  	
  with	
  5	
  times	
  with	
  
different	
  	
  protest	
  slogans	
  at	
  5	
  positions	
  on	
  the	
  central	
  place	
  of	
  Zürich.	
  5	
  photographs	
  become	
  one	
  with	
  me	
  as	
  a	
  little	
  
uniform	
  group,	
  protesting	
  	
  against	
  central	
  values	
  and	
  for	
  life.	
  	
  
In	
  Korea	
  stehen	
  Protestparolen	
  auf	
  Kopfbändchen.	
  Ich	
  stelle	
  ein	
  Bild	
  her,	
  in	
  dem	
  ich	
  mich	
  fünf	
  Mal	
  mit	
  unterschiedlichen	
  
Slogans	
  an	
  fünf	
  unterschiedlichen	
  Positionen	
  auf	
  einem	
  zentralen	
  Platz	
  in	
  Zürich	
  fotografiere.	
  Das	
  Ergebnis	
  ist	
  ein	
  
einzelnes	
  Bild	
  worauf	
  ich	
  als	
  Gruppe	
  jeweils	
  mit	
  einem	
  anderen	
  Protestslogan	
  stehe	
  und	
  gegen	
  zentrale	
  Werte	
  und	
  für	
  
das	
  Leben	
  protestiere.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Ex)	
  5	
  protest	
  slogans	
  /	
  5	
  Protestparolen	
  
	
  

Art	
  or	
  Life	
  /	
  Kunst	
  oder	
  Leben	
  
Money	
  or	
  Life	
  /	
  Geld	
  oder	
  Leben	
  
Freedom	
  or	
  Life	
  /	
  Freiheit	
  oder	
  Leben	
  
Peace	
  od	
  Life	
  /	
  Friede	
  oder	
  Leben	
  
Dream	
  or	
  life	
  /	
  Traum	
  oder	
  Leben	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  

	
  

Manifestina Song © Valentin Peitz & Satoko Toyoda 2016
satokotoyoda.com/manifestina-song
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– MAURIZIO CATTELAN, INITIATOR
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MANIFESTINA.

– CHRISTOPH DOSWALD, CURATOR

WE

WILL

NOT

MAKE

IT

PUBLIC.

– CHRISTIAN JANKOWSKI, CURATOR OF MANIFESTA 11

